UNIGUEST
SURFSTATION
The secure, free-use tablet for
hospitality's social spaces

Uniguest SurfStation is the new tablet solution customers
use to surf the web, read news, check email, and checkin to flights while
relaxing at the property’s social spaces — its lounges,
cafés, and other private areas.
These complimentary tablets can be installed in your
choice of countertop, wall, or floorstand enclosures,
or simply handed out to customers upon request.
Uniguest SurfStation is powered by Uniguest’s all-new
Secured Advantage 10 software platform, making it the
most secure and flexible tablet solution ever to be
deployed in the hospitality industry. Security features
include:
››
››

››

››
››
››

Hardened environment for operational
security (OPSEC)
Protects the most innocent users and
defends against the most malicious users
and cyber threats
Session-based refresh deletes all locally-stored files upon logout
or a preset duration of inactivity, then restores the tablet to its fixed
configuration state
Restricts downloads, limits executables, and purges malware
Progressive content filtering constantly evolves to intercept the proliferation of
inappropriate websites and images
Automatic system updates
C O N T I N U E D ›››
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ARMADILLO ENCLOSURE OPTIONS

The Armodilo Sphere tablet and iPad kiosk enclosure features a secure, fully-enclosed ABS plastic tablet housing,
fully-integrated cable routing system for a cable-free look, Wi-Fi signal transparency, the ability to be set up in
either landscape or portrait mode, and a full 90° range of motion for the perfect sharable screen.

TABLET SPECS

24/7 TECHNICAL SUPPORT

›› Make and Model: Microsoft Surface Pro 4
›› Operating System: Windows 10 Pro
›› Processor: 6th Generation Intel Core m3 or i5
›› Screen: 12.3” PixelSense touchscreen
›› Hard Drive: 128GB Solid State Drive (SSD)
›› Battery Life: Up to 9 hours of video playback
›› Warranty: 3 years

›› Uniguest’s in-house technical support team, the UCrew, is available 24/7 by phone,
email and live chat to assist customers and users from our global support center in
Nashville, TN
›› Uniguest maintains best-in-class technical support as measured by abandoned call
rates, call wait times, device uptime, and service level agreements
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